ABSTRACT As living data growing and evolving rapidly, traditional machine learning algorithms are hard to update models when dealing with new training data. When new data arrives, traditional collaborative filtering methods have to train their model from scratch. It is expensive for them to retrain a model and update their parameters. Compared with traditional collaborative filtering, the online collaborative filtering is effective to update the models instantly when new data arrives. But the cold start and data sparsity remain major problems for online collaborative filtering. In this paper, we try to utilize the convolutional neural network to extract user/item features from user/item side information to address these problems. First, we proposed a deep bias probabilistic matrix factorization (DBPMF) model by utilizing the convolutional neural network to extract latent user/item features and adding the bias into probabilistic matrix factorization to track user rating behavior and item popularity. Second, we constrain user-specific and item-specific feature vectors to further improve the performance of the DBPMF. Third, we update two models by an online learning algorithm. The extensive experiments for three datasets (MovieLens100K, MovieLens1M, and HetRec2011) show that our methods have a better performance than baseline approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, it is difficult for people to make reasonable decision in the face of a variety of choices. In order to accurately predict what customers need, effective methods are needed to analyze data. The recommender system is one of solutions to help companies decide what should show to different users to help users quickly find items that match their interests [1] . Many corporations have tried to design different models to apply to recommender system. For example, [2] and [3] use recommender systems to discover new songs for users. Social network use recommender systems to recommend like-minded friends [4] .
One class of successful methods applied to recommender system is collaborative filtering (CF) [5] , [6] . The key idea of CF is that if two users have similar preferences in the past, they will also like similar products in the future [7] . CF methods do not involve any information of items and users, but instead make recommendations only by using
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Muhammad Afzal. past interactive information, such as users' explicit ratings or implicit comments on items. CF methods contain many machine learning approaches. The matrix factorization (MF) method is the most popular one applied to recommender systems [8] . Also, probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF) is widely applied in collaborative filtering [9] .
In recent years, deep learning has achieved some success in recommendation system. For example, Cataldo Musto et al. adopt word2vec to make recommendation, which uses textual features extracted from Wikipedia to learn user profiles [10] . Donghyun Kim et al. [11] applied convolutional matrix factorization to improve performance of recommendation systems. Wang et al. [12] proposed a collaborative deep learning (CDL) method, which combines deep learning and CF for the ratings. Elkahky et al. [13] applied a deep learning method, combining features from all domains produces, in cross domain user modeling. Liu et al. [14] proposed a probabilistic model of hybrid deep collaborative filtering for recommender systems.
However, traditional CF methods and deep learning train their models in a batch learning algorithm or train entire data set at once [15] . In the era of big data, continuous data streams are stored in the system from time to time. User needs and preferences are changing all the time. When new data arrives, traditional CF methods and deep learning have to train their model from scratch. It is expensive for them to retrain a model and update their parameters [16] .
To alleviate these problems, a series of online learning algorithm have been proposed. Online learning algorithm is a method of machine learning for sequential data [15] , [17] . It learns and updates the best predictor for future data at every step. Many online collaborative filtering (OCF) [18] - [20] methods are proposed. Such as, Jacob Abernethy et al. proposed a method to learn a rank-k matrix factorization for OCF tasks [17] . Wang et al. [31] exploited a principle similar to that of online multitask learning for OCF, which optimized the model by Semi-definite Programming. Zhou et al. [20] added confidence-weighted learning method into OCF to improve the accuracy. Liu et al. [32] proposed the online Bayesian inference algorithm by incorporating content information into OCF. The key idea of OCF methods is that they update the model on a sequence of rating data when they receive a new instance [15] .
In this paper, we proposed a method called Deep Bias PMF (DBPMF) for OCF. The framework of DBPMF is shown in Figure 1 . Firstly, we use convolutional neural network (CNN) model to extract user and item latent features. Then we add the bias to PMF for tracking user preference and item attributes. Because the bias can help CF algorithm to proofread model and to represent features better [20] . Specifically, user-bias can track user's rating behavior and interests; item-bias can track item's population and attributes. Both factors are added into PMF to improve the accuracy of PMF. Secondly, we proposed an improved approach which is called Deep Constrain Bias PMF (DCBPMF) based on DBPMF. When ratings are few, the predicted ratings from a fitted PMF model will close to the average ratings and user and item feature vectors will close to the prior mean. Our improved method that constrains users and items feature vectors can exert great impact on infrequent users and items.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK A. PROBABILISTIC MATRIX FACTORIZATION AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
PMF is one of the most successful techniques among all CF methods [14] , [21] . It is used to generate potential space to represent users or items. In the potential space, the recommender systems calculate the similarity between users and items, thus obtaining the possible ranking of a series of items to make recommendation for users.
Based on observed rating data, it gets two low-rank matrices, whose product are used to predict the unknown ratings.
The graphical model for PMF shows in Figure 2 .
Given a recommender system with M users and N items, R ∈ R M ×N denotes the user-item rating matrix, where R ij represents the rating of user i on item j. U ∈ R K ×M and V ∈ R K ×N denote the latent user and item feature matrix. U i denotes the latent feature vector of user, i; V j denotes the latent feature vector of item, j.
From the probabilistic point of view, the conditional distribution over observed rating as
I ij (1) where N (x|µ, σ 2 ) is the probability density function of the Gaussian distribution with mean, µ and variance, σ 2 , and I ij is the indicator function as
We assume that
Then we get the posterior distribution over user and item feature as
Finally, the objective function defined as following:
where
, and · 2 F denotes the Frobenius norm. This is the formal formulation of CF problem. The goal of CF task is to minimize the loss function. Then, it predicts the unknown rating based on all of the previous observed ratings of user, u.
We adopt Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) as predictive accuracy measures, which is defined as following:
where R ij denotes the observed rating, andR ij denotes the predicted rating. C is the set of all observed ratings, and |C| is the number of the set C.
To optimize the RMSE metric, the loss of this model is defined as:
Recently, convolution neural network (CNN) has been applied into recommender system to extract user and item features [11] , [14] . For example, Gong and Zhang [22] design an attention CNN model to recommender hashtag in microblog. The model use CNN as global channel to encode input words and utilize attention layer as local channel to select informative words. Kim et al. [11] proposed a ConvMF model to combine CNN with PMF. The ConvMF model mainly employs CNN to extract latent item features. The objective function of ConvMF defined as:
where λ u , λ v , λ W are hyper-parameters. It adopts coordinate descent to optimize parameters. The ConvMF just uses CNN to extract latent item features and ignores latent user features. The model employs batch learning algorithm to update their model, which may lead to expensive re-training cost and poor scalability when new data arrives. So we try to employ CNN to extract latent user and item features and to utilize OCF methods to improve the efficiency and scalability.
C. OCF METHODS
Traditional CF methods have their own drawbacks, such as the cold start problem: there is no way to recommend items that have not yet received user ratings. When the rating data is very sparse, the accuracy of its predictions will decline dramatically [23] . When the number of users and items increase sharply, new challenges will be posed to the performance of these CF methods.
The existing CF methods have some limitations. First, they adopt batch learning methods, which is expensive for them to retrain their models, for they require all data available before they begin to retrain [15] . Second, they fail to capture the drift of user interest and the changing popularity of the items [24] .
To overcome the limitations of tradition batch learning methods, some online learning methods proposed. Recently, online learning is hot in machine learning community. like online multi-task CF [18] , dual-averaging online PMF [8] , and second-order OCF [19] . Those methods obtained faster convergence speed based on better update strategies. And it makes more sense for large-scale applications when data arrives sequentially [25] .
Online learning avoids retraining from scratch, for it can learning incrementally from data streams. It is more efficient to update its model. In online learning, user's tastes and item's popularity are changing. To capture both changes, adding bias into OCF is a wise strategy. At each round, the model makes prediction when it receives a new instance.
With the development of online learning, many improved OCF methods [26] , [27] were proposed. Online low-rank (OLR) approximation method is the most simple and wellknown methods in OCF [15] . It used Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) to obtain the low-rank matrices. SGD is simply and widely used in convex optimization of online learning problems. Wang et al. [28] exacted soft confidence-weighted learning for OCF. Lin et al. [29] proposed a method for sparse problem which would have seriously affect the performance of algorithms. Many second-order approaches were proposed to speed up the convergence of the optimization by using both the first-order and second-order information [19] , [24] .
III. MODELS A. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK OF DBPMF AND DCBPMF
We utilize CNN architecture to extract latent user and item features from user side information and item side information. Figure 3 shows our CNN architecture, which consists of four layers: embedding layer, convolution layer, pooling layer and output layer.
1) EMBEDDING LAYER
The main purpose of the embedding layer is to encode user and item side information as two matrices by one-hot. Item side information matrix D item ∈ R p×n and user side information matrix D user ∈ R s×m can be visualized as following:
where n is the number of item, p is the length of item one-hot vector, m is the number of user, s is the length of user one-hot vector.
2) CONVOLUTION LAYER
The convolution layer is used to extract user and item features. User i feature c j user i ∈ R is extracted by jth convolution kernel W j c ∈ R m×ws , ws is window size of convolution kernel. c j user i ∈ R is formulated as follows:
Also, item i feature c
∈ R is extracted by jth shared weight W j c ∈ R m×ws , ws is window size of convolution kernel. c j item i ∈ R is formulated as follows:
where * is a convolution operator, b 
We use multiple convolution kernels to capture multiple types of latent features. For example, we choose the number n c of W c (i.e., W j c where j = 1, 2, . . . , n c ), which will generate the number n c of user and item feature vectors respectively.
3) POOLING LAYER
The main purpose of the pooling layer is to reduce the user and item feature vectors and to fix vectors length by extracting the maximum feature from each feature vector, which is shown as follows: 
4) OUTPUT LAYER
In output layer, we adopt conventional nonlinear function to transform d f _user and d f _item to a k dimensional space of users and items' latent factors for our recommendation task. Transformation formula are as follows: (15) where
are bias vectors. Finally, our CNN architecture takes one user or item one-hot vector as input, and returns a latent user or item vector as output:
where W + and W denote all the weight and bias variables of CNN, S i represents one-hot vector of user i side information. P j denotes one-hot vector of item j side information, S user i and S item j represent user i and item j latent vector.
B. DBPMF FOR OCF
We have tried to use CNN model to extract user and item latent features. Then, we add the bias into PMF to track the user's rating behavior and the item's popularity. Bias can help CF algorithm to proofread model and represent features better. Specifically, user-bias can track user's rating behavior and interests; item-bias can track item's population and attributes.The graphical model for DBPMF shows in Figure 4 . From the probabilistic point of view, the conditional distribution over observed rating as
I ij (18) where N (x|µ, σ 2 ) is the probability density function of the Gaussian distribution with mean, µ and variance, σ 2 , and I ij is the indicator function. We assume that f i ∼ N (x|0, σ 2 f I ), g j ∼ N (x|0, σ 2 g I ), f i denotes user-bias,σ f denotes the observed deviation of user i. g j denotes itembias,σ g denotes the observed deviation of item j. Then we VOLUME 7, 2019 get the posterior distribution over user and item features as
). A user's latent feature consists of three parts: internal weights W + in CNN, S i which is one-hot vector of user i side information, and ε i variable as Gaussian noise, which is applied to optimize the user's latent factor for the rating. Thus, the final user's latent factor can be generated by the following equations.
where cnn() represents the output of CNN architecture and ε i ∼ N (0, σ 2 u I ). For each weight w + k in W + , we set zeromean spherical Gaussian prior.
Similarly, an item's latent factor consists of three variables: internal weights W in CNN, P j representing one-hot vector of item j side information, and ε j variable as Gaussian noise, which is used to further optimize an item's latent factor for rating. Hence, the final item's latent factor can be given by the following equations.
where cnn() represents the output of CNN architecture and ε j ∼ N (0, σ 2 v I ). For each weight w k in W , we set zero-mean spherical Gaussian prior.
P(w|σ
Finally, the objective function defined as follows:
in which
, and · 2 F denotes the Frobenius norm.
Algorithm 1 DBPMF for OCF
Input: a sequence of rating pairs (i, j, R ij ), user i side information S i and item j side information P j Output: a predicted ratingR ij ; 1: Initialize random matrix for CNN weight W , W + and f ∈ R k×m , g ∈ R k×n respectively 2: Encode user side information S and item side information P as one-hot vector. Input S and P into CNN model and output latent user features U ∈ R k×m and latent item features V ∈ R k×n . 3: for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do 4: Receive rating prediction request of user i on item j 5:
The algorithm suffers a loss l(U i , V j , f i , g j , R ij ). The true rating R ij is revealed 7: Update U i , V j , f i and g j according to: (26) , (27) , (28) and (29) We use SGD to optimize Eq. 25:
where e ij = R ij −R ij .When receiving a new rating, the model will make prediction:
However, there is no an analytic solution to optimize W + and W [11] , [14] . But Eq. 25 can be interpreted as a squared error function with L 2 regularized terms as follows when U , V , f , g are temporarily constant.
so we adopt the back propagation algorithm to optimize them. Finally, Algorithm 1 shows the detailed work of the DBPMF.
C. DCBPMF FOR OCF
Once a PMF model has been trained, the users or items feature vectors will close to the prior mean when they have few 56122 VOLUME 7, 2019 ratings. So, constraining user-specific and item-specific feature vectors is an effective way to address this problem. This section we proposed deep constrain bias PMF to constrain user-specific and item-specific feature vectors.The graphical model for DCBPMF shows in Figure 5 .
In DCBPMF, we defined U i and V j as follows:
where cnn() represents the output of CNN architecture and
. W + and W denote all the weight and bias variables of CNN, S i represents one-hot vector of user i side information. P j denotes one-hot vector of item j side information. H d , the dth item of user i having rated, is used to track the effect of the user having rated a particular item on the prior mean of his feature vector. Y i can be seen as the offset added to the mean of the prior distribution to get the feature vector U i for the user i. Z l , the lth user has rated the item j, is used to track the effect of the item having rated by a particular user on the prior mean of the its feature vector. X j can be seen as the offset added to the mean of the prior distribution to get the feature vector V j for the item j. And I ij is the indicator function.
The objective function of DCBPMF defined as follows:
, other parameters are same to DBPMF.
We use SGD to optimize Eq. 34:
When receiving a new rating, the model will make prediction:
Similar to DBPMF, we adopt the back propagation algorithm to optimize W + , W . Finally, Algorithm 2 shows the detailed work of the DCBPMF.
Algorithm 2 DCBPMF for OCF
Input: a sequence of rating pairs (i, j, R ij ), user i side information S i and item side j information P j Output: a predicted ratingR ij ; 1: Initialize random matrix for CNN weight W , W + , and Y ∈ R k×m , X ∈ R k×n , H ∈ R k×m , Z ∈ R k×n and f ∈ R k×m , g ∈ R k×n respectively 2: Encode user side information Sand item side information P as one-hot vector. Input S and P into CNN model and output latent user features U ∈ R k×m and latent item features V ∈ R k×n . 3: for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do 4: Receive rating prediction request of user i on item j 5:
The algorithm suffers a loss l(U i , V j , f i , g j , R ij ). The true rating R ij is revealed 7: Update U i , V j , Y i , X j , H d , Z l , f i and g j according to: (35) to (42) respectively 8: Update W and W + according to the back propagation algorithm 9: end for
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we perform several experiments to compare the quality of our proposed method to that of the baseline approaches. We then analyze the experimental results in detail.
A. BASELINE APPROACHES AND EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
To evaluate our proposed methods, we compared them with several baselines, which are listed as follows:
• OLR: online low-rank approximation, which learns a rank-k MF by using online gradient descent to optimize the loss function directly [15] ;
• ConvMF: convolution PMF, which combines CNN with PMF to capture contextual information of item via word embedding and convolutional kernels [11] ; • SOCF_II: second-order sparse OCF, which adds an absolute term to the objective function [29] ;
We conducted experiments on three public datasets: MovieLens100K, MovieLens1M and HetRec2011. All datasets are available from the MovieLens website (https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/) [30] . The detail information of those datasets shows in Table 1 . We choose RMSE as our metric to evaluate the performance of our methods.
In CNN architecture, the user side information consists of users' ID, gender, age and occupation. Users' gender is encoded as 0 and 1. 0 represents male and 1 represents female. Users' age is divided into five age groups: 'under 18', '18-24', '25-34', '35-44', '45-49', '50-55' and '56+'. Users' occupation is chosen from the 20 options, which is described in MovieLens website [30] . Users' age and occupation also be encoded as one-hot. Item side information consists of movie ID, director, main actors, genres and year of release, which are also encoded by one-hot. We set the output layer dimension k from 3 to 15. To make a fair comparison, we set the learning rate η = 0.005, and k from 3 to 15 for other algorithms. Since bias factors are added in our methods, the initial values of f i and g j from 0 to 1. All the experiments run randomly ten times on each dataset, and the average performance is reported. Table 2 to Table 4 show the performance of all algorithms on three datasets. Based on the results, we can make several observations. In Table 2 to Table 4 , the bold values are the best performance in each column.
B. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 1) COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS
First, our methods (DBPMF and DCBPMF) outperform other baselines on the MovieLens100K and movieLens1M. On HetRec2011, DCBPMF performance is better than other methods when the k < 9. In most cases, we found that our method (DBPMF) outperformed the other online collaborative filtering methods, i.e. OLR, ConvMF and SOCF_II. This shows that adding CNN architecture and the bias into PMF is effective for the OCF. Second, the Figure 6 to 11 depict the changes of RMSE with the numbers of samples about all methods when the k = 3 and k = 9 on MovieLens100K, MovieLens1M and HetRec2011. We observed that the DBPMF and DCBPMF converged faster than OLR and SOCF_II, especially when the algorithm started running. Although our methods converged slowly than ConvMF, but the final RMSE of our methods is better than ConvMF. This is due to the ConvMF adopts batch learning approach to improve convergence rate. The Figure 6 to 11 show that our methods achieve best precise prediction in faster convergent rate.
Third, comparing the DBPMF and DCBPMF, the DCBPMF algorithm achieved lower RMSE values. This also proves that constraining user-specific and item-specific feature vectors to DBPMF algorithm can improve the performance. Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the performance of all methods on MovieLens100k and MovieLens1M with different latent factor k. We found that our algorithms (DBPMF and DCBPMF) were stable when the latent factor k varied from 3 to 15. OLR was the most sensitive to the changing of the number of latent features. More delightfully, our algorithms achieved the best performance when the latent factor k is very 
2) THE IMPACT OF THE NUMBER OF LATENT FEATURE
small. It proves that our algorithms can track the user's rating behavior and the item's popularity when the value of k is very small (even less than 9). Figure 14 presents the impact of the number of latent features on HetRec2011. When the number of latent features k less than 8, our methods have comparative advantage. But SOCF_II perform well as the value of k increases. it is probably that the SOCF_II can capture more features on the HetRec2011 by calculating the second order. Also, maybe the dataset is small and the distribution of the item's popularity is more divergent. Overall, our methods are stable and k has little effect on our algorithms. algorithm DBPMF. So we adjust the parameters in pairs. So are λ f , λ g .We observed that when a parameter is determined, the value of RMSE decreases first and then increases as another parameter increases. Table 6 shows the parameters λ Y , λ X , λ H , λ Z , λ f , λ g setting of DCBPMF when we set λ u = 0.2, λ v = 0.2 as fixed value, and Figure 15 presents the corresponding the value RMSE with the number of samples. We observed that the curve of DCBPMF declines more smoothly when the λ Y , λ X , λ f , λ g are same. And when λ H , λ Z are equal to 0.1, the DCBPMF obtains less value of RMSE with an increasing number of samples. Therefore, parameters are essential to constrain the stability and convergence rate of the algorithms and the parameters.
3) THE IMPACT OF PARAMETERS

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed an OCF method called DBPMF which combines CNN and the bias factors in PMF to improve the accuracy of OCF. Furthermore, we develop the DBPMF by constraining user-specific and item-specific feature vectors. We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate our methods' performance. In term of RMSE, experimental results show that the methods we proposed in this paper are superior to OLR, ConvMF and SOCF_II. Compared with the baselines, our methods converge quickly. Also, our methods have lower RMSE values and have high prediction accuracy. Therefore, CNN and bias factors are useful to improve the prediction accuracy of OCF. In future, we will try to accelerate the deep model update rate. In addition, we want to use commentary information and movie descriptions to extract user and item latent features.
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